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About This Game

Rampage Ragdoll is a ragdoll fight funny action game.
Game Mode:Single Player Mode and Two Players Mode.

Single Player Mode：Control the Player1 Ragdoll vs the AI Ragdoll.
Two Players Mode: Player1 Ragdoll vs the Player2 Ragdoll.

Control:Support keyboard and xbox controller.
Keyboard control:

player1:
Torso Move Up:default keyboard button w;
Torso Move Left:default keyboard button q;
Torso Move Right:default keyboard button e;
Torso Rotate Left:default keyboard button 1;
Torso Rotate Right:default keyboard button 3;

Left Leg Rotate Left:default keyboard button a;
Left Leg Rotate Right:default keyboard button s;
Right Leg Rotate Left:default keyboard button d;
Right Leg Rotate Right:default keyboard button f;

player2:
Torso Move Up:default keyboard button i;

Torso Move Left:default keyboard button u;
Torso Move Right:default keyboard button o;
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Torso Rotate Left:default keyboard button 7;
Torso Rotate Right:default keyboard button 9;

Left Leg Rotate Left:default keyboard button h;
Left Leg Rotate Right:default keyboard button j;
Right Leg Rotate Left:default keyboard button k;
Right Leg Rotate Right:default keyboard button l;
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Title: Rampage Ragdoll
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
ijal Studio
Publisher:
ijal Studio
Release Date: 22 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel Pentium G3260

Memory: 1000 MB RAM

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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rampage ragdoll

THIS DLC IS COOL. Mostly style and then some substance. “Ape Out” is a flashy audiovisual experience that lacks momentum
in terms of gameplay. Aesthetically presented as almost a cut out animation, “Ape Out” has all the glitz n' gore in right areas, to
the point of being seizure inducing at times. To accompany the visuals and bloody carnage is a smooth head bobbing jazz
soundtrack , which climaxes with crescendos of trumpets, high hats and saxophones as your rampages become more frantic.
Unfortunately though the top down gameplay is just kinda bland. You will either being throwing enemies into things or trying to
use the odd choice of stealth to get by. "Ape Out” cheaply tries to ramp up endgame difficulty simply through spamming as
many enemies as possible. Not to forget the the RNG level design is good indicator how incoherent the overall pacing is. If you
still have not received you fill from "Hotline Miami" this may scratch that sadistic itch, however "Ape Out" at the core is just
too pedestrian too recommend otherwise.

6/10. Should this be in the main game?
Many people are saying that all the features this DLC adds to a game should be in a base game. I agree with them, but... they
probably doesn't realise how big this game is and what possibilities it offers and what can be added. I'm saying that if you
wanted all of these features added at once in the game, the development would take a lot of time, money and effort. If you
wanted to buy the game at full price ( 40 \u20ac all DLCs in base game), the company would lose so much money they wouldn't
make other title or anything at all, even the development would move the release a few years. And if price was high enough to
compensate all the time, money and effort, noone would buy a game at this price.
Just my opinion, pls don't hurt me for it. :(
If this DLC is expensive for you, just wait for it to be in SALE. Nothing you can do about it.

REVIEW
This DLC is mostly focused on Eastern europe, precisly on 3 nations in Eastern Europe and 1 nation on Balkan -
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania and Yugoslavia. Adding historicly accurate people such as generals and leaders, also adding
new sound effects to armies when you select them - they'll speak in their language. To these four nations have been added mew
focus trees, decisions and events, giving you choices to walk the path of freedom, supremacy or conquest.

FOCUS TREEs
As Czechoslovakia you can create a new factions and inviting other close nations to join you and resist German pressure.
As Hungary you can restore Austria-Hungary and restore what was lost in WW1 or approach Czechoslovak alliance and join
them or proclaim Greater Hungary and conquer your neighbors.
As Romania you can conquer Balkan, renew Romanian-Polish alliance and chose your king to abdicate or let him stay and have
him under control.
Well, Yugoslavia doesn't have interesting focus tree so I recommend you to look at it on the internet.

NEW FEATURES
New features are added such as Equipment License with wich you can "buy" technology from other nations and use them in you
war-machine ( Weapons, tanks, planes and ships ).

Subjects
Fascist countries get new subject levels like Reichskommissariat, with access to licenses, industry and strategic resources. The
instated governments are held in an iron grip, making it harder for them to break free. ( Copied from official steam website,
description about content - Expansion for HoI4: Death or Dishonor) I didn't know how to explain it.

Personaly this DLC doesn't offer much things to the game and for this price it shouldn't even exist. If the price was lower, about
5 \u20ac ( from 10\u20ac to max. 5\u20ac ) or at best free, people would be happier and would't hate it that much. I am not
denying what I wrote at the beginning, it's just how I see it from development perspective. Don't hate me, thanks. :). I bought
and played for it's nostalgia value (to me).
even though it was a miss with the release and finished product, there's still cool concepts there.
FMVs are amusing enough :-)

I'd recommend this game if you're into old shooters. or specifically Terra Nova.
Enjoyed it back in the day and enjoyed replaying it and realizing the story is way more shallow and shorter than I remembered.
Refunded a newly released \u00a315 game yesterday and bought this instead. Impressed!. First of all I like expansions that allow
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you to import your hard earned loot and character into them from the long hours you spent on the original. However in this case,
most of the items - especially the Innos blessing - have been nerfed almost to mundane status. Disappointment. The game
follows in its predecessor's footsteps in the aspect that it is easy. I mean I played on Gothic difficulty again and it was easy!
Even easier than the previous! Tends to get boring people.. and what's the deal with the copy pasted NPC heads?!?!? lol

Anyway get it if it's in a sale, otherwise... no, unless you're a Gothic maniac :). Best f**ckng idea for VR ever! If you have a
Vive, a controller and a friend :P You simply need to own this game. Thanks to the dev - looking forward to seeing what you
can do with this concept.. Very good because of simplicity. It's a pity that in game have no history of moves and letters and
numbers marks on the a chessboard. This is inconvenient when I playing with friends, it's impossible play when you play
professionally.

\u041e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u044c \u0445\u043e\u0440\u043e\u0448\u0438 \u0432\u0432\u0438\u0434\u0443
\u0441\u0432\u043e\u0435\u0439 \u043f\u0440\u043e\u0441\u0442\u043e\u0442\u044b. \u0416\u0430\u043b\u043a\u043e
\u0442\u043e\u043b\u044c\u043a\u043e \u0447\u0442\u043e \u043d\u0435\u0442
\u0438\u0441\u0442\u043e\u0440\u0438\u0438 \u0445\u043e\u0434\u043e\u0432 \u0438
\u0431\u0443\u043a\u0432\u0435\u043d\u043d\u043e-\u0446\u0438\u0444\u0435\u0440\u043d\u043e\u0439
\u0440\u0430\u0437\u043c\u0435\u0442\u043a\u0438 \u043d\u0430 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u043e\u0432\u043e\u043c
\u043f\u043e\u043b\u0435. \u042d\u0442\u043e \u043d\u0435\u0443\u0434\u043e\u0431\u043d\u043e
\u043a\u043e\u0433\u0434\u0430 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430\u0435\u0448\u044c \u0441
\u0434\u0440\u0443\u0437\u044c\u044f\u043c\u0438, \u044d\u0442\u043e
\u043d\u0435\u0432\u043e\u0437\u043c\u043e\u0436\u043d\u043e \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430\u0442\u044c,
\u043a\u043e\u0433\u0434\u0430 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430\u0435\u0448\u044c
\u043f\u0440\u043e\u0444\u0435\u0441\u0441\u0438\u043e\u043d\u0430\u043b\u044c\u043d\u043e.
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Liking all the noises. Various pipes have their own individual hissing and gurgling sounds. To a certain extent can ascertain loco
state by listening; can tell which valves are open and saves much looking at HUDs. Lots to do while driving so grateful for the
auto-stoker. Challenging to maintain steam on steep gradients with heavy load; and interesting brake systems which work well
when familiar with operation. Essential to read the manual. Good forward views from cab and carriage round off a thoughtfully
designed package.. Here are my review points:

-Nusakana have legit nuance, from the originality,
the artwork, and the Bossanovas (this is the strongest point why
I bought it), and of course Indonesia Vibe inside of it, really love the local content.

-The Developer seems to really care about Nusakan bugs and problems, and
they fixed it up after several hours of my report post about getting error with the last version,
two thumbs up for your hard work, I as the user feel very glad for it.

-The artwork I think, I will really enjoy it if the characters
especially the girls looked different (especially their eyes and nose,
I think almost all of them looked same for me, I know the visual style
using JRPG style, but would love to have new experience in Nusakana
with very different looks, the elders and older women looked very young).
But that just my opinion, everyone have their own taste.

Greeting from Nusakana.. I was really glad when the game started and the voices were different. But, while in the first game
they were insufferable (cheery and full of excess energy without reason), in this one I still needed some getting used to them,
because they were on the opposite end of the spectrum: They were totally bland and made the characters seem apathetic. I was
expecting Nina to utter "Why do I even bother?"!

There was again a plethora of riddles (logical and illogical) and I've found it a bit refreshing actually, that half the game seems
to have mundane, every day objectives. When we get to the grand ideas and plots many games (as well as this one) lose their
charm.

The dynamic between Nina and Max is better in this game. As their relationship is already established from the previous one,
we get to see how it evolves. Oh, and Max has become way more handsome! :D

What I didn't like was the casual misogyny. Of the 4 women in the game, 2 were playable characters (Nina and Sam), the 3rd
(Katharina Jordan) was described as a "bimbo" from Nina, (also Sam mentions another "bimbo"), and the 4th (the police officer
in Paris) as "average in all respects", and "ugly". Way to go Nina for your stance towards other women!

Also, breaking the 4th wall can be fun, but Nina kinda overdid it. Too many references that we're playing a game. We know we
are, so enough already...

All in all, it is a more than decent game, and I even liked it quite a bit more than the first one.. Very good and challenging shoot
em up game, if you liked games like R-Type, Salamander and Gradius you should love this game.

The graphics are nice, the soundtracks are excellent and the levels and bosses are well designed.

I have been playing the free version for some time now, and decided to buy this version to support such a great developer to
hopefully make more great games like this and Cursed Castilla (a Ghouls n Ghosts type game by the same developer which is
also excellent). All weapons in the game.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tpb8Ok1zNjs. Very well made and a ton of fun. Good graphics, good gameplay, high
production value.. Adorable and heartwarming. Seriously the story for this game is beautiful, the game in fun, the art is cute.
Though, if these adjectives make you squirm, don't buy it.. Really enjoyed this game! Breeding cyber-plants is quite therapeutic,
actually. It could be a bit tricky to figure out the best strategy at the beginning and you may need to play few times to get all the
achievements. Fun characters\/ plants and very pleasant when you get the hang of it. Would be lovely to have an option of
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breeding more plants and no time limit, I hope this game expands one day.. Could be a useful tool for people who try to learn
basic genetics.. Just love it.. I don't know wtf is going on in this game or how much relevence the music is. Looks pretty though.
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